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About This Game
Oblivion Tesseract is a VR game developed by Epotech with Unreal Engine 4, which could be played on VIVE .As a TD(Tower
Defense)game,it is performed with FPS mode,which differs from the old-school TD games.
A potential girl with the curse of blood...finally awaked from the slumber...A mysterious cube unveiled all the secrets of her
thrilling dreams, Family's history, paranoid space of time and eternal curse…
Your target is to protect the Tesseract and to survive from fierce monsters, with different types of guns, grenades and immense
mass energy turrents! Tesseract can absorb the abilities of the bosses you defeated! Explore the Tesseract’s history as a brave
guardian!
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Unfortunately this game really didn't live up to my expectations and I feel like I've wasted money on it to be honest. Us loyal
Rugby Union fans have been let down by a lack of good games and I can't see that changing any time soon. :-(. It is a correct
flash-like 2D scroll shooter with interesting gameplay mechanics but it is too expensive for its content.. Quite something. 10/10.
99 Cents is justifiable for what we get. Gotta support Devs somehow.
My only regret is that almost everything has Animal ears.. Very fun game. This game is very good graphics and great game play.
Good game...for what it is.. This is a very good game. Make some DLC's with more songs and extra content for me to buy.
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Just started playing. Does not look too bad maxed out and so far fun to play. No way to get the online achievements as online is
dead. Utter ripoff price on steam but if you can get in bundle for $1, like I did, then well worth it :). this game is really fun 10
out of 10 do recommend. Joke review: Better than Street Fighter IV & V\/10
Real review: This is a very "inspired" game. Sure, there are tons of moves and mechanics straight copied from various 2D
fighters (Street Fighter IV and King of Fighters mostly). Certainly not the prettiest game in the world. Yes, the loading on start
up takes 4-5 min. and the game is not the best optimized. Yes, 2 Player Vs. mode & training mode was not available at launch
(Still had 2 player jump in during 1P mode and Vs. has been added as of this writing), but the developers have been responding
to the discussion threads and doing their best to update at least (You can skip the intro movie. Press T on default keyboard
settings). Honestly, it could be far worse and there has been way worse than this.
Now as for the game itself, it actually plays well given that it's a hodgepodge of "throw things to a wall and see what sticks" and
is a fun game to play. Overall very easy to pickup and play if you already have experience with SF, KoF or FGs in general. And
even then, only $7.99 so you're really not losing much. Hopefully the game can be ironed out some in the future. Give it a try
and you may be surprised if you're willing to look past the issues and have some silly good fun.. This game is clearly of my
favorite VR game AND local coop game on Steam. A ton of funny with friends and family. Each new player makes it enjoyable
again and again!. Four months and two cars!!! WOOOOOOW!!! Awesome!!! Yep, it's sarcasm. Hello, RedDot? I managed to
get married at this time, and You created DLC with TWO cars?! What next? "Properly operating screws in Maluch DLC" for
8EUR? Come on! Before You release the hard mode I'll be a grandpa! It's ridiculous. I give up, I'll not waste time waiting for
don't know what. I done, I'll waiting for Automation, hopefully Australians are more liable and they'll listen what's the players
need.. This is one of the most balanced, fun, FTP collectable card games I have every played. Now that I am a full time dad and
husband this game has really been a go to for me. Your profile and game information carries over between STEAM and your
mobile platform. I have spend maybe 20 bucks and have played over 400 hrs. I would highly recommend this to any of my busy
gamer friends/family. Give it a try I don't think you will be disappointed.. Can't save this game ...
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